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Abstract:
 Thousands of chemicals are commercially produced throughout the world and the 
total number increases each year. Environmental monitoring is required to access their re-
lease to and exposure and effects in the environment. Traditional sampling approaches such 
as grab and automatic samplings are time/cost consuming and labour intensive. While pas-
sive sampling approach can save lot of time and cost in terms of giving a time weighed av-
erage (TWA) concentration. Herein we gave an introduction of passive sampler and briefly 
discussed the necessity of passive sampler and what information that passive sampler can 
offer. Then we concluded that passive sampling can be a greener way in environmental mon-
itoring and should be paid more attention to particularly for the emerging pharmaceuticals 
and personal care products (PPCPs).
Preface: I had been working in the environmental labs with traditional environment sam-
pling approaches for analyzing the environment contaminants, i.e. travelling to the field, 
taking some samples (water, soil, sediment, etc), doing the filtration/frozen drying before 
extracting with lots of organic solvents, cleaning up and concentration, and finally analysing 
by the GC/LC-MS. Every late night when I was still working in the lab, I started to think that 
there might be some alternative way to do this boring job. Then until the end of my master 
study and before I came to the UK to do my PhD, passive sampling technique came to my 
mind as we have discussed that passive sampler would be my PhD topic and then I realized 
that passive sampler was just an alternative way that I have been looking for.
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What is Passive Sampler?

 Passive sampling is a sampling technique based on free 
diffusion of analyte molecules from the sampled medium to a 
collecting medium, results in a difference in chemical potentials 
of the analyte between the two media[1]. The word ‘passive’ con-
trasts to traditional ‘active’ sampling methods (which need pow-
er to run, such as grab sampling -Grab and automatic sampling 
with automatic sampler - Auto), because no power is needed 
during sampling process. Passive sampler usually consists of a 
filter and/or diffusive layer and a receiving layer, some with ex-
tra housing such as DGT or without such as SPMD.

Why Do We Need Passive Sampler?
 Thousands of chemicals are commercially produced 
throughout the world and the total number increases each year. 
Unfortunately, many of these anthropogenic chemicals, such 
as heavy metals, persistent organic pollutants (POPs) and the 
emerging pharmaceuticals and personal care products (PPCPs), 
are released into terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems. It is neces-
sary to monitor pollutants and to further understand their fate 
and behaviour in the environment, to satisfy the requirements 
of legislative frame works and directives. Most of our aquatic 
monitoring programs rely on collecting discrete grab samples of 
water at a given time. However, this approach suffers not only 
from high costs, and are labour intensive (as I felt in the lab at 
late night), but also high uncertainty because of the natural vari-

ability in concentrations over time (Figure 1), or may not capture 
the most environmentally relevant concentration ‘form’ (i.e. not 
the truly dissolved, bio available fraction of the contaminants). 

Figure1. Comparison of passive sampling (o-DGT) with active samplings (Auto 
and grab sampling) for measurement of lincomycin (LIM)[2].

 Passive sampling technique has many advantages, in-
cluding 1) simplicity. No need pre-treatment of samples such as 
filtration for water since it can do this by the sampler itself and 
un attended operation (just leave in the water for some time). 
2) low cost/time. It can be less than ¼ of the total cost for ac-
tive samplings to get a reliable result as our study mentioned 
above shown. Because it gives an average concentration which 
needs several repeat samplings by Grab or Auto samplings, 
thus it saves a lot of time (I can go home earlier) and materials 
(like SPE cartridges and harmful solvents– so greener).And no 
need for expensive and complicated equipment and no power 
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requirements (particularly compared to Auto) and 3) the ability 
to produce accurate results. It can give similar results as Auto 
sampling (which is the most reliable approach currently); both 
are better than grab sampling. Therefore, scientists have been 
thinking of designing, development and improvement of differ-
ent passive samplers (such as SPMD, DGT and POCIS) during 
the last four decades.

What Can Passive Sampler Tell?
 Passive sampling can give us a time weighted average 
(TWA) concentration rather than an instantaneous concentra-
tion. This is particularly advantageous for some environment 
with varying concentrations over time. For example, if some 
naughty factories discharge their waste during night when the 
most common grab sampling occurs, the grab sampling might 
tell you no pollution, however, passive sampling will tell you 
that there is pollution.
 Environmental monitoring is the initial purpose of 
passive sampling and indeed is the main application in current 
studies in environmental field[3]. However, passive sampling can 
do more than that. With passive samplers, some environmental 
processes (interactions with DOM[4], sorption/desorption in soil/
sediment[5]), bioavailability (such as DGT for metals) and (eco-) 
toxicity of chemicals can be understood or assessed in situ, thus 
it is also a very useful scientific tool. And this is particularly 
needed for the emerging PPCPs.

Summary
 
 Human has been thinking of a green or sustainable life-
style, people from different working areas can have their ways to 
be sustainable. While passive sampling can be a greener way in 
environmental monitoring field since it can save lots of time and 
cost. So why not go greener with passive sampling, and remem-
ber it can tell you more. 

Note: views expressed in this editorial are those of the author 
and not necessarily the views of the Ommega publisher.
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